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Sensors

  Sensor is a device that when exposed to a physical phenomenon (temperature,

displacement, force, etc.) produces a proportional output signal (electrical, mechanical,

magnetic, etc.).

  The term transducer is often used synonymously with sensors.

  However, ideally, a sensor is a device that responds to a change in the physical

phenomenon.

  On the other hand, a transducer is a device that converts one form of energy into

another form of energy.

  Sensors are transducers when they sense one form of energy input and output in a

different form of energy.

  For example, a thermocouple responds to a temperature change (thermal energy) 
and outputs a proportional change in electromotive force (electrical energy). 
Therefore, a thermocouple can be called a sensor and or transducer.



Sensors

According to the Instrument Society of America, sensor can be defined as

“A device which provides an usable output in response to a specified measurand.”

A device that detects and responds to some type of input from the physical environment.

Here, the output is usually an ‘electrical quantity’ and measurand is a ‘physical quantity, 
property or condition which is to be measured’.

Transducer

It is defined as an element when subjected to some physical change experiences a 
related change or an element which converts a specified measurand into a usable 
output by using a transduction principle.

An electronic device that converts energy from one form to another

A wire of Constantan alloy (copper-nickel 55-45% alloy) can be called as a sensor 
because variation in mechanical displacement (tension or compression) can be sensed 
as change in electric resistance. 

This wire becomes a transducer with appropriate electrodes and input-output mechanism 
attached to it. Thus we can say that ‘sensors are transducers’.



Sensors and Transducer 
Specification



Range

The range of a sensor indicates the limits between which the input can vary. For 
example, a thermocouple for the measurement of temperature might have a range 
of 25-225 °C.

Span

The span is difference between the maximum and minimum values of the input. 
Thus, the above-mentioned thermocouple will have a span of 200 °C.

Error

Error is the difference between the result of the measurement and the true value of 
the quantity being measured. A sensor might give a displacement reading of 29.8 
mm, when the actual displacement had been 30 mm, then the error is –0.2 mm.

Sensitivity

Sensitivity of a sensor is defined as the ratio of change in output value of a sensor to 
the per unit change in input value that causes the output change. For example, a 
general purpose thermocouple may have a ensitivity of 41 μV/°C.



Accuracy

The accuracy defines the closeness of the agreement between the actual 
measurement result and a true value of the measurand. It is often expressed as 
a percentage of the full range output or full–scale deflection.

Resolution

Resolution is the smallest detectable incremental change of input parameter that 
can be detected in the output signal. Resolution can be expressed either as a 
proportion of the full-scale reading or in absolute Terms. Example: if a LVDT 
sensor measures a displacement up to 20 mm and it provides an output as a 
number between 1 and 100 then the resolution of the sensor device is 0.2 mm.

Stability

Stability is the ability of a sensor device to give same output when used to 
measure a constant input over a period of time. The term ‘drift’ is used to 
indicate the change in output that occurs over a period of time. It is expressed 
as the percentage of full range output.



Dead band/time

The dead band or dead space of a transducer is the range of input values for 
which there is no output. The dead time of a sensor device is the time duration 
from the application of an input until the output begins to respond or change.

Repeatability

It specifies the ability of a sensor to give same output for repeated applications 
of same input value. It is usually expressed as a percentage of the full range 
output:

Response time

Response time describes the speed of change in the output on a step-wise 
change of the measurand. It is always specified with an indication of input step 
and the output range for which the response time is defined.



Hysteresis

The hysteresis is an error of a sensor, which is defined as the maximum difference in 
output at any measurement value within the sensor’s specified range when 
approaching the point first with increasing and then with decreasing the input 
parameter.

Nonlinearity

The nonlinearity indicates the maximum deviation of the actual measured curve of a 
sensor from the ideal curve.

Linearity is often specified in terms of percentage of nonlinearity, which is defined as:





















Types

  Sensors can also be classified as passive or active.

  In passive sensors, the power required to produce the output is provided by the sensed

physical phenomenon itself (such as a thermometer) whereas

  The active sensors require external power source (such as a strain gauge)

  Sensors are classified as analog or digital based on the type of output signal.

  Analogue sensors produce continuous signals that are proportional to the sensed

parameter and typically require analogue-to-digital conversion before feeding to the

digital controller.

  Digital sensors on the other hand produce digital outputs that can be directly interfaced

with the digital controller.

  Often, the digital outputs are produced by adding an analog-to-digital converter to the

sensing unit. If many sensors are required, it is more economical to choose simple analog

sensors and interface them to the digital controller equipped with a multi-channel

analog-to-digital converter.



Types

There are contact type sensors:
● Strain Gauge,
● LVDT (Linear Variable Differential Transformer),
● RVDT (Rotary Variable Differential Transformer),
● Tachometer

There are non contact type sensors:
● Encoders,
● Hall effect,
● Capacitance,
● Inductance, and
● Interferometer



Requirements 

(a) the field of view and range;

(b) accuracy;

(c) repeatability and resolution;

(d) responsiveness in the target-domain;

(e) power consumption;

(f) hardware reliability;

(g) size; and

(h) interpretation reliability.





Force Measurement

• A load cell is a sensor used to measure force.

• It contains an internal flexural element, usually with several strain

gauges mounted on its surface.

• A load cell is a transducer that is used to create an electrical signal

whose magnitude is directly proportional to

the force being measured. The various types of load cells include

hydraulic load cells, pneumatic load cells and strain gauge load cells.

• The flexural element’s shape is designed so that the strain gauge

outputs can be easily related to the applied force.

• The load cell is usually connected to a bridge circuit to yield a voltage

proportional to the load.



Tasks

Case study of different types of sensors

Create a table having sensor 
characteristics, features, applications, 
availability (online link), price range etc.
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